Abstract-A double-stage feedback control structure for a double-stage mechanical system, with a single optical metrology is developed to reach nanometer accuracy at high bandwidth over large displacements. A piezoelectric stack actuator is used for fine positioning, while a permanent magnet (PM) stepper motor handles the coarse positioning.
I. INTRODUCTION
Large-displacement nanometer-accuracy position-tracking systems are becoming more and more attractive with increasinng miniaturization (see [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] for examples).
However, the translation range and/or bandwidth of such systems is often limited by the tradeoff between actuator imperfections and difficulties in finding suitable sensors of reasonable cost so as to close the loop.
Most applications implementing high-resolution fastpositioning systems ( [1] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] ) use piezoelectric stack actuators. Indeed, the intrinsic piezoelectric characteristics make such actuators most suitable for fast and fine positioning over a very short stroke. Since this short stroke is not sufficient for the application considered in this paper, it is proposed to combine the piezoelectric actuator with a secondary stage consisting of a PM stepper motor. Classical control approaches for a PM stepper motor (which shows highly nonlinear dynamics) use the Park transformation to modify the considered referential ( [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] ). H ∞ control with a simplified model ( [10] ), state feedback linearization ( [11] , [12] ), or passivity and flatness-based controllers ( [16] ) are the main modern control methodologies proposed. Stepper motors are also often controlled statically through high-level interfaces for precise positioning.
The use of a double-stage structure is proposed to help overcoming the intrinsic drawbacks of single actuators. A similar approach, on a smaller scale, combining the effect of a fine piezoelectric with a coarse voice-coil has been recently proposed for Hard Disk Drives ( [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] ).
The global control structure proposed below combines optimally the effect of the two stages on the controlled output position to reach nanometer-accuracy trajectory tracking over several centimeters.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the control problem. Then, two different permanent magnet stepper motor controllers are designed in Section III. In Section IV, the fine stage controller is designed, and the continuous global controller which guarantees coordinated action of both actuators, together with achieving the required specifications, is described in Section V. Finally, some experimental results are presented.
II. CONTROL PROBLEM
In order to improve the resolution of the Very Large Telescope Interferometer (VLTI) at the European Southern Observatory (ESO), by rejecting the atmospheric perturbation, a mechanical system realizing a differential delay line is under study. The atmospheric influence is considered as a stochastic perturbation. It is measured and processed indirectly by a fringe sensor unit (which is not detailed herein) so as to provide the reference trajectory of our positioning system. To achieve nanometer accuracy over both a high-frequency bandwidth and a large total spatial displacement (several centimeters), a double-stage system combining a piezoelectric stack actuator and a permanent magnet (PM) stepper motor is proposed. The piezoelectric (PZT) stack actuator is indeed the only actuator with the required bandwidth and accuracy. However, its main drawback is its limited stroke. Therefore, it is proposed to combine mechanically its action on the output optics position with a coarse permanent magnet (PM) stepper motor. Although the stepper motor presents a lower accuracy and bandwidth, it is not stroke-limited. Hence, each actuator compensates for the weak point of the other one. The difficulty lies in coordinating the control action of both actuators so as to maximize their respective advantages. This will be detailed in Section V. The mechanical concept (a double parallelogram flexure with notch hinges) is shown in Figure 1 , where both actuators are controlling the single translation axis z. The two actuator outputs are summed (i.e. mechanically mounted in series, but controlled in parallel) to form the overall controlled output, which is supposed to track a stochastic reference with a frequency content up to 200 Hz.
A single interferometer reads the output optics position resulting from the combination of the two stages. Hence, there are more actuators than the number of controlled output positions. The proposed control strategy coordinates simultaneousely both actuators without resorting to a hybrid switching control strategy (where actuators are switched on and off so as to achieve the desired accuracy).
A. Actuator choice
Since the piezoelectric (PZT) stack actuator is indeed the only actuator with the requested bandwidth and accuracy, the piezoelectric S-325 from "Physic Instrumente" (PI) with a stroke of 30 µm and a bandwidth of approximatively 300 Hz was selected (in fact, the bandwidth is limited by the optics used to sense the actual position, not by the piezoelectric itself). Its main drawback (apart from its hysteresis which can be overcome by an appropriate controller) is its relative short stroke. In fact, the piezoelectric effect implies a tradeoff between the bandwidth and the obtainable length. Therefore, the main characteristic of the coarse actuator should be a long stroke to compensate the fine actuator limitations: a PM stepper motor NEMA 17 from "Ultramotion" combined with a leadscrew presenting a full course of 70 mm was selected.
III. PM STEPPER MOTOR CONTROLLER DESIGN

A. Microstepping driver
The classical approach to drive a PM stepper motor at high resolution is to use a microstepping driver, which deals with the motor coils. This microstepping device divides the mechanical steps of the motor itself by injecting current in several coils simultaneously: the rotor simply aligns itself with the magnetic field generated by the stator coils.
This high-resolution electronic driver has the advantage of being easily controlled with digital pulses, since each pulse corresponds to a single microstep (of about 40 nm with the 256 microstep driver IM483H and the NEMA 17 stepper motor selected).
So as to track unpredictable stochastic trajectories, it is proposed to close the loop on the estimated position error of the coarse stage (see Section V). Since the coarse actuator perturbs the overall controlled output with its actions, a hybridlike nonlinear control law is proposed to minimize its action. The coarse controller input signal is evaluated and compared to an absolute threshold and action is taken only when the input signal is greater than a predefined level (see Figure 2 ). As illustrated in Figure 2 , the stepper closed-loop stage reacts to the error signal only when it is above a certain limit. Thanks to the dead-zone controller, the PZT stack actuator is driven slowly back to its mid-position when getting too close to its stroke limits. Thus, the controller design amounts to fixing the limits and generating the trigger of the coarse moves whenever the coarse stage estimated error is larger than the predefined limits.
The main advantage of such a controller is the ease of implementation of the control algorithm. The controller deals only with digital lines, that are really robust to electromechanical perturbations and it does not require a complicated control algorithm.
B. Direct coil-voltage control
A more elaborated control approach using the first-principle equations of the PM stepper motor (see [9] ), including a sine/cosine voltage control of the coils of the motor is described below.
The PM stepper motor is described by two electrical equations and one mechanical equation ([9] , [15] ), (see Equations (1) to (4)). The proposed control law is based on the stator generated magnetic field position x, see Equations (6) to (9) . This angle x corresponds to the absolute angle between a zero reference of the metrology and the current magnetic field position (see Figure 3 ).
Coarse stage system equations
Control law
Where respectively u a , u b are the two voltages applied to the phases of the motor and i a , i b the corresponding currents; R, L, p, λ and K m are the characteristics of the motor itself, respectively the phase resistor, the phase inductance, the number of steps per revolution of the motor, the angle between the stator poles and the electromagnetic coefficient; J is the inertial reported to the rotation; F f and T L are respectively the viscous friction and load seen from the rotor; x is the controlled phase of the stator magnetic field; U peak is the peak voltage applied to the coils of the motor; y T is the linear position of the coarse stage (stepper motor with blade guiding structure) and θ is the corresponding angle of the rotor. A very simple second-order model of the PM stepper motor can be considered:
Where Ω = 2πf is the electromagnetic resonant frequency between the rotor and the stator magnetic field position, ξ is the damping of this resonant mode and γ is the lead-screw rotation to linear ratio. Classical identification procedures provide the three approximative parameters of this simplified model. As the system is intrinsically stable in the sense that, neglecting the load, the rotor always aligns itself with the magnetic field generated at the stator (see Figure 3) , a simple integral controller, summing continuously the position error will automatically drive the system to the correct position (Equation (9)). Therefore, it is proposed to use a simple slow integral effect in the controller, so as not to excite the approximatively identified resonant mode ω (see Figure 4) .
Moreover, to avoid any de-synchronization between the rotor and the generated magnetic field on which the rotor tends to align, the variation of the controlled angle x is limited.
This limitation is realized through the saturation of the derivative of x, the controlled angular position of the generated magnetic field, so as to ensure that the acceleration is not above the physical limitations of the PM stepper motor.
Furthermore, the coarse stage reference Ref T (which is fed to the stepper motor controller) is filtered with a third order Butterworth low-pass filter at 10 Hz, so as to both keep only the low frequency content and avoid any excitation of high frequency nonlinear resonant modes (see Figure 5) . 
C. Comments on the two methods
The first approach, which relies on a microstepping electronic driver, does not give control on the real trajectory followed by the stepper. However by closing the loop on the final position, the PM stepper motor stage is controlled fairly precisely (depending on the load and on the size of the controller dead-zone). The coarse stage error is compared to its corresponding limits and the controller simply updates the set point of the static position accordingly, making the system approximatively follow the reference of the system.
Since the system tracks unpredictable stochastic trajectories, this behavior is not really adapted. They induce uncertainty on the real movement of the coarse stage. No current model is available to predict the friction, the backlash and dead-zone in transmission with sufficient accuracy to make the trajectory predictable (see Figure 6 , curve A). Therefore, this control strategy relies entirely on the capacity of the fine stage actuator to reject the movement of the coarse one.
The second control approach, which relies on a direct coilvoltage control, results in much more predictable movement of the stepper (see Figure 6 , curve B), which will be used appropriately to improve the tracking results (see Section IV).
IV. FINE STAGE CONTROLLER DESIGN
The classical identification of the selected piezoelectric stack actuator can be approximated by the following secondorder continuous transfer function (see Figure 7 (a)). The resonant frequency is well damped by the PZT dedicated electronics and, therefore, a classical proportional integral (PI) controller is well suited for controlling this fine stage. Figure 7 (a) represents the Bode magnitude analysis of this transfer function, which was used to tune the parameters of our controller. So as to improve the tracking performances of the complete system, a feed-forward prediction of the stepper movement is added to the piezoelectric actuator control voltage. This prediction is based on the PM stepper-motor control variable x (see Equation 9 ) and on the reference signal fed to the stepper controller. The predicted movement of the coarse stage is scaled with the inverse static gain of the identified model of the piezoelectric actuator and added in feed forward to its control signal (see Figure 7 (b)) to compensate for the real movement of the coarse stage. This guarantees better stepper movement rejection.
Moreover, the PM stepper-motor controller based on direct coil-voltage control presented in Section (III-B) is particularly well suited for this kind of prediction, as the instantaneous position of the stepper is well known through the control variable x. The feed-forward structure proposed here reduces drastically the overall position tracking error.
V. PROPOSED GLOBAL CONTROL STRATEGY
The main property of a double-stage system is its possibility to be considered as two systems acting in parallel and simultaneously on a single output. Moreover, a structural property of such double-stage systems is the possibility to represent the interactions of the actuators on the output by a combination of their independent effects on the controlled translation axis, as illustrated in Figure 8 . In this figure, the overall output is composed of a linear combination of the two-stage independent outputs.
So as to avoid the use of supplementary sensors to determine their relative effects on the measured output, a partial observer is proposed to close the coarse loop. Closing both loops directly with the overall measured position does indeed bring the short-stroke piezoelectric actuator to an unacceptable (the bandwidth is not covered anymore) saturation, before the slower coarse one really moves. The goal of this combination is to drive simultaneously both actuators to overcome their drawbacks. A partial observer was introduced to close the coarse loop and maintain the fast piezoelectric in its midposition as much as possible.
This parallel control approach, illustrated in Figure 8 , decoupling the two stages with an observer has also been introduced for Hard Disk Drive applications (see [17] , [19] , [22] for examples).
Furthermore, it must be underlined that the fine stage loop is intentionally closed on the combined effect of both stages, in order to ensure an efficient tracking of the output optics position. Neither a model nor an observer is placed on its feedback (see upper blue loop in Figure 8 ), so as to ensure the overall tracking of the real position and thereby avoiding any model mismatch error (see Figure 8) .
The partial observer previously mentioned estimates the position of the coarse stage driven by the PM stepper motor based on the piezoelectric fine actuator model P , its voltage input U p , the reference signal r and the overall measured position y (see Figure 9) .
The model P of the piezoelectric stack actuator can be obtained using classical identification procedures. However, in case there is an intrinsic bandwidth difference between the actuators (one order of magnitude for example) or when this difference is imposed by the controllers, a simple static approximation of the fast actuator is sufficient (see Figure  10 ). The error induced by the simplification in the model is appearing only at high frequencies, larger than the bandwidth of the coarse system. The static partial observer estimates correctly the position at low frequencies. Thus, the neglected dynamical impact on the tracking is really secondary, since the fine stage piezoelectric (whose bandwidth is much larger) rejects easily any possible resulting error of the coarse stage.
Once this coarse-table position is estimated, the coarse loop can be closed (see Figure 8 ) on its estimated position. Thus, even if the piezoelectric actuator cancels the overall error, the coarse table driven by the PM stepper motor cancels its own relative error. Therefore, the stepper action brings back slowly the piezoelectric to its mid-position, while avoiding piezoelectric saturation.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A prototype has been tested through a realization of a stochastic Kolmogorov signal, with a frequency content of up to 200 Hz, as a reference. This signal is representative of the atmospheric perturbations encountered, the rejection of which should be assured by the currently developed differential delay line.
As a main result, the proposed global control structure based on a single metrology to close both loops combines optimally both stages. The global control structure presented in Section V (including the coarse stage feedback based on the partial observer) has been validated with the two different PM stepper motor control approaches. No special unwanted oscillations between the two stages and no time-drift behavior due to the partial observer have been observed: this validates our control structure. Moreover, thanks to the proposed double stage control loop structure, the piezoelectric stack actuator never reaches its saturation limits while the complete system is working (see Figure 11) .
The neglected dynamics of the piezoelectric appearing in the partial observer does not have any impact on the whole behavior, nor on the tracking accuracy of the complete system. This result holds as long as the fine stage controller feedback compares directly the reference to the overall measured output rejecting all uncertainties and coarse stage model errors.
The two different permanent-magnet stepper-motor control approaches and their impact on the tracking accuracy of the complete double-stage system are compared below. On the one hand, the classical electronic driver is used to drive the coils of the motor. The coarse loop is closed through this driver and the dead-zone-like nonlinear controller for the coarse stage maintains the fine stage in its mid-position. On the other hand, the integral controller which controls directly the voltage of the coils of the same PM stepper motor is designed and compared to the first one.
The two different implemented PM stepper motor controllers are compared through the remaining tracking error Partial static observer. The piezoelectric neglected dynamics influences the position estimation of the coarse stage only at high frequencies (larger than its own bandwidth). The piezoelectric actuator controlled output never reaches its saturation limits during trajectory tracking.
(see Table I . Furthermore, the position tracking results of the two different approaches are illustrated in Figure 12 for the classical electronic driver with a nonlinear dead-zone-like controller approach and, in Figure 13 , for the direct coilvoltage control with an integral controller.
Relative large error spikes (200 nm) are periodically visible for the first approach. These spikes (see the (*) in Figure 12 ) correspond to the activation of the PM stepper motor. The movement of the coarse stage is almost entirely seen as an unmodeled perturbation for the fine stage controller (as stated in Section III, this movement is hardly predictable). Therefore, this unpredicted perturbation results in large instantaneous errors as the fine stage controller needs some time to reject it efficiently.
The second approach, which relies on direct coil-voltage control, results undoubtedly in better performance: the rms residual tracking error is as low as the measurement noise (E < 8 nm rms) and the movement of the coarse stage does not result in any visible tracking error of the overall system. These very impressive results (i.e. just 8 nm rms tracking error up to 300 Hz) are obtained with just a small increase in the algorithm complexity, because the proposed algorithm implements a classical integral controller. The feed-forward structure based on the estimated instantaneous position of the stepper is the leading element that gives these outstanding results in stochastic trajectory tracking, obtained with the second control method of the PM stepper motor. In fact, as the coarse stage position gets close to the control variable x (to the rotation to linear conversion ratio γ factor), the prediction of the dynamical movements followed by the coarse stage are well estimated and easily canceled by the fine stage.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a global control structure applied to a double-stage mechanical system conceived in order to reach nanometer-accuracy dynamic positioning over a large stroke range. The key control difficulty was the strong stroke limitation of the fine actuator which needed the addition of a coarse positioning stage.
The proposed control strategy controls both actuators simultaneously, contrary to a hybrid control strategy. This ensures highly accurate tracking of the reference by the whole system, which was demonstrated on a real testbed and shown to be extremely efficient. In order to render the mutual actions of the actuators effective in the positioning of the final position reference, a suitable observer-based controller was designed. The partial observer together with the coarse control loop tends to maintain the fine actuator close to its median position as much as possible, which is difficult to ensure when using a purely hybrid strategy. Two different solutions implementing two different stepper control approaches were tested with success on the doublestage mechanical system, using the same global control structure. On the one hand, a classical electronic driver was used to control the PM stepper motor through a nonlinear deadzone-like controller. On the other hand, a direct control of the coil voltage was used to control the PM stepper motor through a simple integrator controller. Both approaches were compared using experimental data. As was clearly demonstrated (although at the cost of a slight increase in the control algorithm complexity), the performance of the second method was far better. Therefore, this last method should be preferred. As a final conclusion, the presented double-stage control structure based on a single metrology feedback has been successfully implemented to reach the required accuracy and bandwidth.
